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Introuction

Interact in high-temperature properties of metals has been grer-tly 
stimulated by the continually advancing objectives of higb-pe rfnon nr e engi- 
neori ng devices. These include jet and rocket motors, gas turbines, high
speed aircraft and missile structures, and nuclear reactor cnapnmete. The 
structural prob leans arising in hi gh -tempera ture design involve the creep, 
relazntion, the rani shock and strain-eye ling properties of materials. These 
phenomena are intimtely related to certain msterial properties of the struc- 
ture and the legin oed environmental conditions. Oono of these factors are (1) 
the coefficient of the real expansion (higher coefficient means higher stress), 
(2) the the rm 1 conductivity (lever conductivity mane higher stress), (3) 
stress-strain characteristics (higher nr Sales of elasticity asana higher stress), 
(4) gometry (acre constraint am no higher str s), (5) time-rate of change of 
temperature (faster change am ne higher stress), and (6; tian at temperature 
(1 rm ger tim means lower stress, due to relaxation, but greater plastic strain). 
The concept ot stress is used here only as a convenience since this is the 
principal variable in conventional problem of elasticity • Properly, one should 
think la term of strain when dealing with high-temperature problems. This is 
especially important la dewcrib lag the rm l effects in structures.

The present discusaion deals yr tartly with the strain-cylins and 
relaxntion chmracteristics of ductile ne to la. These phenomena arise princi
pally frcm changs in opersting conditions (accidental or intentiona1). Such 
chmnges generally involve ecjustments in pressures, Tonga returns, fluid-flov 
const tions, radiation levels, ete. The effect of load transients which intro
duce cyclic straina in materials is, at best, poorly understoo. In particular.
the J* en of fatigu (either mrhen! nelly or thermally induced) is not yet
vell established on a theoretiesl besis, althoush there is considerable litera- 
ture on the subject. Bo attempt is mnde aze to explnin the effect of strain 
cycling on the internal structure of materinla. The discusaton io confined to

s
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observations and mensurssents on th* behavior of certain materials subjected 

to tnis condition.
In attempting to eesig for cyclic conditions th—a basic types of 

info—at ion a— required. First, th* 1**1 j—r must —tabi lab the complete 

operuting program of th* system; secor, he must obtain data on th* gtrain 

cyeling and — laxntion properties of th* materials to ba used; and third, he 

must deal— —1 tab la annlytical methods for uppling these data to the desian 

of ccmplex at—eta—l —bar*. A detailed discussion of the— considerations 
follow*.

B. High-Temperature Properties of Duetile Materials
MetallursicalFactors ArrectinsHie-Temperature Behavior 1,1 

1—1, the mmjor — tall wrnl oal factors which a— knovm to affect th* def or- 
nation and feilure characteristics of metals at high-tempera tn—a any ba listed 
as follow*:

1.
2.

1:
I:
1:

Temperature
strin
Strain rate
stress
Metal surface conditons and environment
Ductility
Previous thermal and mechanical tyf—at of the materinl
Microsctructural instabilities and inhomogeneties

strmin-Czelins Properties - One of the most notable contributions to 
the knovledge of the efrect of the—el strain cycling on the fuilure of —tala 
la the work of L. F. Corrn.- Te equigment with vhich ba parf nr—il the tests 

consists, brierly, of a tubular specimen the —da of which mre fized to beavy 

and pinta* supported by columu such that the end* of the spcmen any th— ba 

resistance heated and mir-cooled thrown a controlled er ebout some naan temper- 
atara so that the apecimen underses compressive and tensile at—l— nccording

1. L. F. Coffin, "A Shady of th* Erfects of Cyclic Thermal St—e—* on a 
Ductile Metai", Tran* ASf, 195*, p. 931.
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to the following relationship:

* Eelnstie (1)tic " 0

Usin6 thia egugment. Coffin studies the effect of various metal- 
lurgical variables on the failure, by the real cycling, of type 347 stainless 
steel at temperatures aruund 350°c. Inao of the gualf tatiwo results of his 
experinents are as follovs:

(1)

{2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

A characteristie fatigue curve la produced vhen the E, 
about • fized mean temperature, la plotted versus the 

mumber of cycles to failure.
The effect of prior cold work is to reduce the mumber of 
cycles to failure at high strains per cyele and to ncrease 
the number of cycles to failure at lev strains par eycle. 
Aa incrense la aaaa temperatures resulted la a decreese la 
the number of cyeles to failure. mis behavior probably 
reflecta the effect of stress relmzntion vhich mmy occur at 
the higher tenpe return.
increasing the hold time at temperature As creases the 

mmber of cyeles to failure, but inrree ess the total 
ol epee if time to failure.
It was found that when L 2 E, (the total plastic strain) 
vas plotted versus £vN (mumber of cycles to failure) a 

straight Ilan resultea if the ultimate tensile tactility was 
plotted at 1/4 cycle. mis inpl if that aa equntion or the
form - C fits the experimental dmta.

At the Oak Rdge Mationml Laboratory equigment has beea develope 
which permits strain cycling of a natal opest ana alternating la tension and 

compression at elevated temperatures la contrplled environmenta.
For simplicity la deseriptione a comevhmt schemtic drawing of this 

apparatus la shown la Fig. 1. In tnis cnsc the specimes is a 3/-in.-dta tube 

with a 1-La. long retaeed section which serves as the toot enuge length. me
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top shoulder or the specimen la velded to the t and tbe rod l« voided
to the bottom shoulder of the specimen- The npecimen la then leaded la ten- 
ston or compression by means of controlled gas pressure on top of the piston- 
mhe total strutn la nengea turned the —11 rod vhteh la ted to the

e seal la the top of the
pressure neater. The total strain la each of the teneiom end ecmpreseon 
cycles la monitored by em of a dial intcator pie eed la contact with the 
top of the nenming rod. The total strain at which the e trees la the specimen
la to be re sed la direction is controlled by a motion trunemitter vhich

are thee sensed by pressure svi tehee which actuate polezpid valves la the gas 
pressure lines lending to the top aad bottaa sides of the piston, thereby 
changing the axial dtrection of the stress la the specimen: The sp solace le 
pressurized internally at a very lev ens pressure which la monitored for 
failure of the spe r1 asa. In order to toot the solid rod specimens the rod 
and oacusa at have been adapted to anur—ndite a thru is d connection. The ends 
of a 0.250-n.-ain round specimen with a 1-in- long eug length are thee 
ecirevsd into the bottaa of the caeeaact aad rod.

Some peel tart aary data have been obtained on Inconel, a commonly need 
high ——raters m-Cr-Ye alloy, at 1500Pr. The effect of the megitude 
of the strain per cycle on the mamber of cyeles to failure of fine aad coarse
gyn lead rod le above la Fig- 2. mheR, la plotted versus
the total plastic strain per cyele la percent (2 x the double — 11 tads of the 
atrain-time wnve), ana • is the mbber of cyeles to failure. The coarse 
grained mntertnl exfbita fever cycles to failure at all strain ampiditudes, the 
errect being more pronouncea at the lover strains . Metallographic ezminatiom 
or apecimens of the comrse ana flee grained material disclosed that the fail- 
ures were initintea at the intersection of grata t sen do rise with the surface 
ana that the cracks proper ted la aa later—Tar asancr.

The effect of strain cyelins on the failure of fine and comrse grained 
Inconel tubng at 1500°r la ahi— la Fig. 3. A grain elan effect simtlar to
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that seen la fa ense of fa rod la exhdbited by the tubin - XT a eomgerinon 

la aade between fa properties of the fine gratned rod aad tubins ix la oaf 

thnt the tabins faila la a fewer mmber of cyeles at similar etrains. The 

renson for thia behmvior baa not been determinea but IX neems probably that

it muy be attributed to (1) materinl dfn betveen ro and tubins. (2)
the dtrrerence la the mehod of —it failure, or (3) the ope nl— murface 
to fl— ratio.

mhe variation la the "total pimstic strain" (•E,), vita the m==ber 
ot cyeles to fullure (■) far the fne gratned rod la ahovn la Fgare The 

la plotted versus
it la seen fax the strain-cyelins results my be correlated vith 

the fracture duetlty la simple tenston (■ - 1/ cyele) and fax the experi-
—fl data mny be rep 

by Carrn.

ted by aa equmtion of the form f €, - C susgested

Xa order to determime analytically fa plastic struin per cyele la 
actual structures sub jec tea f the conditions described la this discussion, 
Informntian on the etress relmxntiom properties of the structural aatonal la 

neceseary. If the materinl la subjectea to very lnrge strains with each cyele 
Cgrenter than o.15) the elastic component la a negligible fraction of the total 
eformation so tat the maured or "rf UK eformntions are essentinlly plag- 

Xie. At the lower wife of strain, the elastic compoment beccmes laerwaoif ly 

tmportant and the fractton of the total strain which la plastic la determimed 
by the "hola-time", or period, at the cycle. Thao, for very —11 strains par
cyele the initial deformntion is elastic, but Am to the relaxation p on.
thia fforf Xlf la rapidly transformed into plmstic strmin. Since fa strens 
la proportional f fa elnstie strain, thne stress la the amah or will do craa oo 
vith time as acre aad aoro plmstic strain la developed.

fe stresa relmantion charcteristics of Inconel at 1500°r are shov 

la Flfuv 5. Stress la plotted versas time for rwrlaa total strmins- For
htg total strains (etzesnes) the stress la seen to decay quite rapidly, 
laltially, ana a ltmiting value la ayproschea la a for hours. The data indi- 
cmtes that the l1mttng etrena la Independent of rhe initim strens.
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C. Application to Desie

lilfr-Tuaperutttre Dee Iga Criteria- Aa essentinl dirference la struc- 
teral desig for high tasge raters operation (temperatures above 1000°) as 

compmred to design for more modest conditions la due to the appreciably shorter 

l1fe-time of tea high- tempera ture systems. The design life of such systems mny
ke d la atMtes, hours, or at most, thousands of hours, la contrast to
to—Urwl mystema wherein l1fe-times may be 6iven la teoatee. Although la 
both ca.ee ■ tee requirementa of design are given la terms of a specified program 
of operation, the application of these requirements to high-teape raters systems 
introducos some difficulty due to the fact that tee desien requtrements mny be 
very close to tee l1mita of tee note ri si properties, thus, so no lied margins of 
safety mny be mmrkedly reduced over those presently ncceptable. In mnny in- 
etancee tee limitations of mnterinl strengths mny dtctate the program of opera- 
tion of a particular engineering device. For instance, in the design of scme
heh-temperature pover-planta, the most severe conditions imposed on tee system 
arise from che n gee la tee power level- in these eases, varintions ia power 
level Mat be Halted la number, and frequently tee ideal approach is to operate 
the plant at "steady-eta to" for its satire life. Thus, tee details of the opera- 
tins program are extremely important aad must be selected with considerable care.

The first task of the destgner is to spell-out this progra=, taking 
late mecount as best he can mny weeuperted varimtions arising from secondary 
failures or accidenta aad unprogremmed deaaads on tee system. Herein lies the 
only real margin on which the designer can rely. If la tee course of operation 
tela margin is r nn sum II premmturely, then the life of the system asst be re
garded as bar lag "expired". This philosophy of design is entirely one in gnus 
to the requirements imposed as aircraft structures.

Several of the important physical properties of mnterinls which can 
influence the structural design features of high-temperature syutOM were dis- 
eweasd la tee preceding nections. Of these tea phenomenn at creep aad therma
stress are perhaps best knovn. The p
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serious attention only recently siace operation under cyclic conditions at 
high iw i^* /r-i baa become an important facet of structural desig only with 
the advent of jet propulsion machinery and nuclear reactors. Even during oper- 
atton at "steady-state", structural whin in these devices are subjected to 
cyclic loads, both thermal and mechnnical, due to local varintions and insta
bilities la ezvironmental fluids. Although these conditions give rise to rela
tively nigh-frequency strain-cyclng erfects, the internal structure of the 
=mterinls is subjected to such the sume sort of physical pehnomena as in the 
case of slower, deliberate pover varintions. Whatever the source of these 
cyclic variations ia strain, the determineon of the magnitude, frequency 
and number of such cycles constitute an essential step la the preliminary analy
sis required of the designer. Thus, in order to construct a complete picture of 
the stratn-cycling condittons imposed on the structure, the designer must couple 
the requtrementa arising from the specified operating program with those due to 
the "f las-structure" of the temperature and pressure profiles expected within 
the interior of the device.

Deslipi Analysis- Eaving determined the strain-cyelins requirements 
for the various structural members, the designer must next obtain information 
on the available cycle-life of the structure. This nay be accomplished with
the nid of labroatory r nta on the materinls to be used, coupled, when
necessary, with component tests under s iamla ted operating conditions. The final 
task confronting the designer, then, in the application of laboratory measure- 
nests of physical and mechanical properties to the design of detailed structure. 
The mumerous pr nh law encountered ia the design of structure exposed to cyclic 
conditions nay be conveniently classified ia two groups, those due to cyclic 
mechantcel loads (e.g., pressures) and those due to changes ia the temperature 
of the structure. The latter (the real strain-cycling) nay be further classi - 
fled under two sub-hen dings, th one due to gross constraint of a member sub
jected to differential thermal expansions, and those due to variations in the 
temperature profiles through the ns^ber.

UCLASSIFD
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Structures subjected to variations in temperature profiles are per- 
haps best handled by component test, although some elementary geometries can 
be treated by analytical methos . A good ezxample of such structure are the 
pressure shells and beat err hanger tubes in a pover-plant. It is clear that 
whenever the over-all power level of the nystem is changed, there vill be a 
corresponding change in the temperature drop through the walls of these mem- 
bers. This change, of course, introduces certain strains within the walls, 
and in many cases these are well into the plastic range.

The problems of strain cycling arising from differential thermal 
expansion and mechanical loads are somevhat more amenable to analytical treat
ment. In these cases, it is possible to apply laboratory measurements of strain
cycling properties directly to the design analysis of particular structures.

From the viewpoint of the designer, the primary information required 
is a knouledge of life-time (in cycles) versus strain per cycle. Data of this 
type have been obtained by Coffin and anew recent results for Inconel are re
ported in this paper. The final problem confronting the designer, then is the 
calculation of the plastic strain per cycle, given the operating program of the 
structure. As a simple illustration of how onemight approach this problem, 
consider the following situation. In designing a certain high-temps re t urs 
molten-metal heat exchanger it was found that turn to external constraints on 
the header sheets, the individual tubes in the bundle are subjected to an ap
preciable differential thermal expansion relative to the tube header sheets 
whenever the system was power-cycled. The tubes consist of long straight sec
tions with short 90° bends at each end. When the temperature levels in the 

heat exchanger change due to an adjustment in operating conditions, the tubes 
experience an extension or compression which produces bending at the roots of 
the short stems- The critical areas of the design proved to be at these roots, 
and an analysis was undertaken to determine the plastic strain induced at these 
points. For this purpose it was assumed that the material behaved according to 
the idealised stress-strain curve shown in Figure 6.

The structural analysis was based on the simplified model of a canti
lever beam to represent the tube stems, as shown in Figure 7. When the force,

UNCLASSIFIED
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V, at the end at the beam (or the deflection y,) is relatively ill, the 
stress distribution art each station is entirely elastic (see Figure 8). As 
the force increases, some sections eventually deform plastically, starting 
with the root (see Figure 8b). The Issue Mate problem was to determine the 
maximz plastic deformation, E , at the root for a given and deflection >, 
corresponding to the growth of the tubes relative to the surrounding structure. 

The analysis consisted of computing the deflection curve of the beam for an 
arbitrary value at y_. This expression was then used to relate the maximuam 
strain at the root E, to y,» and it was found that the result could be con
veniently expressed in the fora:

B 8
33/2

1 - J ^1
(1 - oJS J

(2)

,—1 t E o.2a 5 3 “E, -oh (3)0

The function, c, which is given in terms of the —ri— strain E,»
is plotted in Figure 9 for various values or par , 0. The values at
€1 obtained la this way vere used to prediet the mummber of cyeles to failure 

with the aid of strain-cycling date of the type shovn la Figure 4. Actual 
tests on the heat exchanger showed that the predicted life e greed to vithin 
os at the test vnlue. Since the annlyticnl nodal used here is relatively 

crude, this surprisingly good egrasaasat la perhaps fortuitous. The present 
practice in fattgue design is to use factors of safety on life of severnl 
orders of mngnitude. There is reason to expect, however, that with greater 
experience and more sophisticated analyses one should he able to predict 
strain-cycling fatigue failure timee complex structures to vithin a factor 
of 2 or 3.

The designer's interest la relaxation phen mi a ma arises from his 
concern with strain-cycling yrmblane and the relntionship between strain- 
cycling and relaxation was mentioned previously. As pointed out, relaxation

UNCLASSIFIED
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effects are especinlly important in mees of small strains per cyele. These 
situmtions are very nterestins from the designers’s vievpoint since mmn1l 
strains per cyele correspond to large ashra of cyeles to failure, and if a 
relimble estimnte la to be nerte of fatigue life, an accurate non cure of the 
plastic strain developed par cycle la required. This lafonaatloa can only to 
obtained from a detailea knovledge of the relnxntion characteristics of the 
notorial .

In toe abeence of relaxntion mensurements, it la possible to synthe- 
alaa these data from creep properties. This problem tea received mach atten- 
tion and considerable literature la available on toe subject. One netted 

vhich tea been found to be convenient and reliable la baaed on toe "strain- 
hardening" postulate susested by Soderbers and Popov. Computations of re- 
lnxntion curves from creep data for Inconel naiad this approach screed well 
with mensurements (see Figure 5)- The computationml procedure involved in 
tola method la strnight forward and begins with toe eenernl strain relation:

Etotm - €e+€,+Ec CM

Mhere is the total (fixed) intinl struin as the specimen. This mny
be divided into Ee» the elastic portion, E q» toe initial plastic def i wee 
tion (if eny) and e,, toe deformntion resultina from creep. The differenti
ation of (4) with respect to tine ylels:

“Ec-at 1 do r ar (5)

Mhere we have used E. - 0/E, and Os the stress, and B is the poulus of 

elastcity. The left band aide of this equntion is simply the slope of the 

creep curves, and values for ths term any be obtained directly from — sure- 
ments. The folloving relation tea proven to be useful for obtaining annlyt- 

cal exprensions for creep in Inconel:
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X (e0/s - 1)

15-

(6)

Where K, a, and • are constants to be determned from the craap c w wa.

The relaaation carves, which give stress aa a function of time.

any be obtained from the integration of (5): thus, 
o

1 | ad
(7)

Where Ge la the initial stress in the relaxation specmen- Aa entiomed above, 
the inte^A a tloa la baaed oa the strmin-hardening rule *

D. Summmnry

The esmentinl physical and mechanicnl properties of mterinls which 
enter into the desien c one i derat  1 raw of high-temperature systems have been 
out 11 and, and the relationnhip of these factors to the detailed 'deal pi of 
structural members noted. Particular attention la given to the y han ri a ne of 
strain-cycling and relmxntion, and several engimeering devices wherein theae 
effecta can The di,y influence design are mentione.

r
relnantion properties mre described and some recent data on Inconel at 1500‘F 

la reported.
A rief discussion la preeented oa desien-criterin for high-tempera- 

ture applicntions, and it la pointed cart that in some high-perforunnce devices 

the considermtions of the strin-cyclins phencmenon pny mpose the deuign 

philosophy of "stendy-state" operation.
Some elementary applications of strain-cyclins data to desig are 

described, and test experience indicntes that analytical techniques can "n 

developed for predictins with reasonmble reliability the fatigue life of 
structures.
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